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Chef’s Table
Let a professional chef’s cuisine take the pressure off of you 
at this year’s holiday dinner party.

By Sarah Gleim

Sacha Taylor and her husband, former Lt. Gov. Mark Taylor, 
know all about entertaining.  In fact, it’s not unusual for the couple to 
host friends or associates in their home at least once a month.  During the 
holidays the couple entertains even more.  “I always love a good party,” 
Sacha says.  “And during the holidays, [we] entertain friends, business 
associates and employees, and we celebrate our wedding anniversary 
Dec. 19 with a large cocktail party.”  But make no mistake: The Taylors 

certainly don’t juggle the holidays, personal 
commitments and elegant dinner parties with-
out the help of professional event planners. 

It just makes sense to bring in the big 
guns when you’re entertaining large crowds 
like the Taylors often do.  But that doesn’t 
mean you shouldn’t hire them if your guest 
list is limited to 20 or less.  Instead, let a 
real chef do the cooking at your dinner 
party and all you have to do is, well, party. 

Todd Annis, executive chef for Bold 
American Catering, says he enjoys working 

on smaller, more intimate parties.  “When they’re trying to do a nice 
party during the holidays and they have a lot of things going on, it 
can be really difficult to try to do all of the cooking as well,” he says.  
“The stress level is far less when they just get somebody else to cook.”

Annis says they’ll do everything, from developing the menu 
and doing the shopping to prepping, cooking and serving the food.  
They’ll even clean up.  “We’ve done every type of private home 
dinner party, from ones with elegant sit-down service where we are 
totally behind the scenes to a more casual party where the guests 
interact with the chefs as they cook.  That’s great because it’s dinner 
and entertainment, and it always works out really well.”

Another cool cachet for a holiday dinner party is to bring in one of 
your favorite restaurant chefs to cook the meal in your home.  One chef 
in town we found willing to work on private events in homes is Scott 
Serpas, who’s about to open his own eponymous restaurant, Serpas, in 
December.  Once the restaurant opens, his time will be more limited, 
but he still plans to continue private events when he can.  “I really enjoy 
it because it’s more intimate,” he says.  “I get to collaborate with the 
host of the party on the menu and refine it to his or her liking.” 

It’s unlikely, especially during the holidays, that you’ll be able to just 

pick up the phone and call your beloved top toque and book him or her 
on the spot, so Serpas says stick to restaurants where you’re a regular, and 
don’t be afraid to just ask.  But you’ll probably have to be willing to settle 
for a weeknight over a weekend to accommodate the chef’s schedule.

Of course, if you prefer to stick with a professional caterer, 
there are many large companies in Atlanta, including Bold Ameri-
can Catering, A Legendary Event, Dennis Dean Catering, Affairs to 
Remember and Proof of the Pudding, that have excellent reputations.  
But don’t overlook smaller, one- and two-person operations that are 
equally as skilled and professional.  

For example, chef Patti Roth Rogers, owner of Tastes by Patti, 
specializes in private dinner parties for 15 to 25 people.  “I had been a 
restaurant chef for several years at Canoe, Floataway Café, Bacchanalia 
and Woodfire Grill,” she says.  “So I try to bring the fine-dining restau-
rant experience to my [private home] events, from the food to the staff-
ing.”  Because Rogers works on a smaller scale, she can provide a level 
of service the larger companies often can’t.  “I grow a lot of my own 
herbs and vegetables, and I use organic whenever possible,” she says. 

Rogers warns to be vigilant when hiring a small catering compa-
ny.  “A lot of smaller caterers have little to no experience or training, 
so ask for several references and check them.  Make sure they have 
actual catering experience, not just restaurant experience.  They’re 
very different.”  Find out where the company prepares the food be-
cause it’s actually illegal to prep food in their own home due to health 
regulations.  “They can, however, prepare it fresh in your home,” she 
says.  “And ask for a contract.  A professional will have one.”

The amount you can expect to pay to hire a professional, whether 
it’s the larger company like Bold American or a smaller caterer like 
Tastes by Patti, will depend on several things including the menu, 
the staff and how many guests you’re hosting.  But expect to pay 
anywhere from $45 to $250 per person depending on the type of 
dinner party.  And regardless of whether you hire a small or large 
catering company or your favorite restaurant chef, make certain they 
are insured.  “Do your research and make sure they have insurance,” 
Annis says.  “Especially if they are bringing a staff into your home.  
And ask if the staff is part of the company or if they are outsourced.”  
After all, like Taylor says, you’re hiring them for stress relief, so the 
last thing you need to worry about is them walking out with your 
silver stemware. A
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Bold American Catering

404.815.1178

boldamerican.com

Tastes By Patti

770.924.7746

tastesbypatti.com

Scott Serpas

justeat@aol.com
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Bold American Catering will work with party 
hosts to create an elaborate holiday menu.

Tastes by Patti owner Patti Roth Rogers 
mans a hot station at a private home.


